GOODBYE, FAREWELL,
GOOD LUCK!
Young ladies and smart men - filled the Sanghamitra
campus- All the tenth graders brightly and beautifully
dressed accompanied by their parents came to attend
the farewell on 16th Feb Sunday 2020.
The event started with a sumptuous lunch thoroughly
enjoyed by the students, parents and staff.
The program started with the anchors Ms. G.R. Lakshmi
and Ms. Kalpana teacher’s welcoming the students and
parents. Lighting of the lamp by the student council
accompanied by Ms. Arundhathi, Principal and the Head
mistress followed with a prayer song by class ten students,
gave an auspicious start.
Mr. Naresh Dubbudu of Gyanville Academy shared a few
tips with the parents and students on career guidance. He
advised that it is important for students to follow their
passion and support it with hard work. Psychometric test
conducted helped the students to understand what they
are good at. He welcomed students to avail individual
counselling if needed.
The next session was an informative and entertaining
motivational talk by Vamsee and Krishna Chaitanya, You
tubers who spoke a mix of English, Telugu, and Hindi. They
motivated the students to remember all the values taught

in school- importance of hard work, perseverance and not
do anything they are ashamed off.
This was followed by a mesmerising dance performance by
the students of Akshaya Vidhya, Borabonda slum.
Arundhathi mam addressed the students and the parents
on the do’s and don’ts for the upcoming CBSE exam. She
stressed on the need for children to follow values, hard
work, to help and be a good human being.
Students were also in for a treat when they saw a power
point made by Ms. Sharada, Ms. Jaya, Ms. Chaitanya and
Ms. Swathi, chronicling the children’s journey of 12 years in
the school. This was thoroughly enjoyed by the students.
Students also showed their computer skills through
excellent videos of their time in the school.
Parents were very happy and emotional that their
children had to leave this love and security but were glad
that they got a good foundation and were prepared to
step out.
They showed their appreciation with a standing ovation to
the teachers.
Students were very emotional and captured the day with
photographs and autographs.

ALL THE VERY BEST CHILDREN (BATCH-2019 TO
2020)!! WE WISH YOU THE VERY BEST IN THE
UPCOMING DAYS!!

